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A voice communication program for people who want to chat and
play games. Released in 2015, and updated in 2017. It’s a terrific
platform FREE to use. Millions worldwide use DISCORD because it’s
a high-quality program you can either download, or use straight on
your web browser, and it’s a very convenient tool because it gathers
all your social media profiles and makes it easy for friends and family
to contact you. DISCORD allows users to build their own dedicated
server infrastructure, and fully customize the server they use with a
very low-latency clear flow of speech. DISCORD offers the option to
have video chats, or if you don’t want to talk using your microphone,
you can text friends and family. Discord has an extremely high-quality
APP available for android and apple users. Everything is 100% FREE
but if you choose to support DISCORD you can subscribe to the
NITRO service for a $4.99 monthly subscription. With a premium
subscription you get an animated avatar, boosted upload limit, use of
custom emojis everywhere, and cool badge that is displayed on your
profile. I personally recommend DISCORD and give it a 10/10 in all
areas. The functionality of the APP is incredible, and most important
it’s very user friendly. The official website is www.discordapp.com

Razer Phone

The NEW Razer Phone is the best phone I’ve ever seen and raises the standard of what a phone should be. An amazing screen with
Ultra motion technology delivers a refresh rate of up to 120 Hz. So,
when you are playing games, or just watching a movie, there is zero
chance of having any lag time. The Razer Phone also has built inside
a Quad HD display that produces an extremely sharp picture, and the
built-in auto system for the phone is brought to you by Dolby Atmos
and, certified by THX with the highest-quality sound myself or anyone
I’ve spoken to has heard coming from a smart phone. The design of
the Razer Phone is optimized for performance with a stunning 8GB of
ram which is totally insane for a phone. The power and performance
is unmatched to anything anyone has ever seen. If you love to take
pictures this phone is for you because it is outfitted with dual 12MP
cameras that snap incredibly sharp photos and has a wide-angle lens
and 2x telephoto, so you are guaranteed to snap beautiful pictures.
The phone is equipped with an amazing 4,000mah battery — one of
the largest size batteries any smart phone has ever had, and stays
going all day long without worrying about having to recharge it. Razer
is an amazing gaming company that produces some of the finest
gaming accessories known to man. I am very pleased that they finally
entered the cell phone market and released this first-class phone.
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Razer Blade Pro Laptop

I am 28 years old, have used computers for 20 years, owned and
played games on an extensive number of various computers; used
them for business (social networking, web site design, client product
marketing); used different computers at the Los Angeles Film School
studying to get my Computer Science Degree; and because I love
gaming, I play every day. But, the experience I have using the new
Razer Blade Pro is indescribable. The laptop is sleek, professional
looking, very thin, lightweight, perfect to take to business meetings or
travel with. If you like to game, but also need a computer for work that
is high performance, this is the computer for you. The display has a
touch screen with a 17.3 inch monitor, and G-sync technology, with
a 16:9 ratio with 3840x2160 resolution and LED back-lightning. The
Razer Blade Pro comes with a super powered NVIDIA GeForce GTX
1080 graphics card. I have this video card and it’s the highest-quality
and best-running video card on the market. The Razer Blade Pro is
equipped with 32GB of DDR4 memory — more than anyone needs to
use a very high amount of ram, and the operating system is Windows
10 64 bit, with a huge storage capability using the best SSD drives
you can buy. It also features Killer wireless and Ethernet capabilities
which are my favorite. I’ve been using Killer for years. It’s on all my
personal computers for work and home. The Razer Blade Pro has a
anti-ghosting back-lit-ultra low-profile mechanical keyboard great to
the touch, and it looks fantastic. The audio is by Dolby, and uses the
highest quality speakers made. Weight 7.8 lbs; height 22.5mm; width
424mm; depth
i281mm. This
laptop is extraRazer Blade
ordinary and
Pro Laptop
VR capable...
awesome
because today,
everything is
turning to virtual
reality. Has to
be my #1 pick
for a laptop.

